**Branch8 – Job Description: Software Engineer**

**Who are we?**
- Branch8 is a website that helps online sellers list and manage products on e-commerce marketplaces, like Amazon, eBay and Tmall
- We are proud to be invested by Y Combinator, who is a Silicon Valley fund that has also invested in Dropbox, AirBnb, Docker, and the likes
- We focus on enabling Asian sellers to sell their products across the globe

**By joining the Branch8 team, you will:**
- make decisions that drive the architecture of the product
- drive product decisions through understanding our users’ needs
- execute and develop the product from conceptualizing, testing, designing the UI, creating the backend, to deploying to production
- be part of the next unicorn start-up

**We are looking for developers who:**
- are versatile hackers that can contribute to a fast-paced team
- are open-minded and quick to pick up new technologies
- are willing to be a full-stack developer
- work hard and play hard

**At Branch8, we use a mix of technologies, including:**
Node, ReactJS, Redux, PostgreSQL, Redis, Docker & RabbitMQ

Are any of these new to you? Join us to learn about it!

**Work benefits**
- Be part of the team to work alongside colleagues with backgrounds from top Silicon Valley companies and top North American engineering schools
- Performance assessed based on delivery rather than hours stayed at the office
- Free to use massage chair x 2, home theater setup x 1, PS4 x 1, Xbox One x 1, auto-shuffle mahjong table x 1, numerous whisky bottles
- Equity options distributed based on performance
- You will make something people want!

**Salary**
HK$16-40k / month (Full Time)
HK$40 – 100 / hour (Part Time)